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Today we released ColdBox v6.2.2 as a minor path. Please update if you are affected by the issues shown in the release notes.


update coldbox

# If you are using standalone libraries, then update those
update wirebox
update cachebox
update logbox


[bookmark: release-notes-622--2021-jan-12]Release Notes [6.2.2] => 2021-JAN-12

[bookmark: coldbox-hmvc-core]ColdBox HMVC Core

[bookmark: bugs]Bugs

	[COLDBOX-963] - Use Java URI for more resiliant getFullURL to avoid double slashes




[bookmark: wirebox]WireBox

[bookmark: bugs-1]Bugs

	[WIREBOX-107] - wirebox metadata caching broken
	[WIREBOX-109] - Standalone event pool interceptData -> data not backwards compat


[bookmark: improvements]Improvements

	[WIREBOX-108] - WireBox not handling cachebox, logbox, and asynmanager instances properly




[bookmark: cachebox]CacheBox

[bookmark: improvements-1]Improvements

	[CACHEBOX-65] - CacheBox not handling wirebox, logbox, and asynmanager instances properly




[bookmark: logbox]LogBox

[bookmark: improvements-2]Improvements

	[LOGBOX-60] - Ignore interrupted exceptions from appenders' scheduler pool
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Ortus March Newsletter






Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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Into the Box 2024 Last Early Bird Days!






Time is ticking, with less than 60 days remaining until the excitement of Into the Box 2024 unfolds! Don't let this golden opportunity slip away; our exclusive Early Bird Pricing is here for a limited time only, available until March 31st. Why wait? Secure your seat now and take advantage of this steal!
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Ortus February Newsletter 2024






Welcome to Ortus Solutions’ monthly roundup, where we're thrilled to showcase cutting-edge advancements, product updates, and exciting events! Join us as we delve into the latest innovations shaping the future of technology.
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